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Abstract
The main complications of urinary catheters are the bacteria's bio�lm formation and the urinary tract infection caused by gram-positive
and gram-negative bacteria. In the recent years, the attention has changed its direction toward the antimicrobial, anti-bio�lmic, and
hydrophobicity effects of herbal extracts. Some of these extracts can inhibit the colonization of the two bacteria Staphylococcus aureus
and Escherichia coli which are resistant to antibiotics. These bacteria can stick to the surface of polymer materials due to their
hydrophobicity. Thus, antibacterial hydrophilic herbal extracts are supposed to help reduce the risk of the sur�cial infection if they are
used to impregnate the urinary catheters. In this research, the extracts of these four plants eucalyptus, rosemary, green tea and ziziphora
were used as the antibacterial agents. After the impregnation and modi�cation of the sample catheters, they were tested by AFM, FE-SEM,
ATR-FTIR methods to measure their mechanical, chemical, and hydrophilic properties, during the 21-day experiment period, compared to
non-impregnated ones. The tests showed the silicone catheters impregnated by the herbal extracts have some signi�cant anti-bio�lmic
and antibacterial properties (P 0.0001) due to the increase in their hydrophilic property. The impregnated catheters could be release the
extracts and killed bacteria in 21 days Therefore; some herbal extracts can be good alternatives to chemical drugs.

Introduction
One of  the most important problems which imposes heavy costs on health systems is of the past and present centuries that can be refer
to hospital infection, which imposing heavy costs on health system,  which can leading  to a longer hospitalization period and an causing
more increased mortality rate[1]. Therefore, it is critical to investigate cope with the factors associated with the prevalence of hospital
infection and �nd ways to prevent them it. The most prevalent nosocomial infection of this kind is the urinary tract infection, ordinarily
caused by a urinary catheter. Usually, chemical antibiotics are T the most well-known important weapons in �ghting bacterial infection are
antibiotic. But however, over the past few decades, because of these antibiotics weapons were discovered to cause toxic reactions beside
the resistance of and bacteria are resistant to them. Besides, On the other hand, the bacteria can attach to surfaces and form organize the
bio�lms[2]. Nevertheless, it is important to peruse novel drugs to which bacteria are less few bacteria's resistant, such as.  The drugs
which taken from a natural source which and have signi�cant action impactions in the presentation and the treatment therapy of human
diseases[3]. Of course, the herbal extracts have anti-bio�lmic properties[4]. The anti-bio�lmic is developed by that act of the molecule
capability which destroys the bio�lm formation process through antibacterial effects (bacteriostatic and bactericidal active), preventing
cell adhesion to on surfaces, and inhibiting QS signals[5]. Ordinarily, infection diseases are caused by Escherichia coli, Candida albinos,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus because of which. And about 50,000 people die in the world per day because of
these bacteria[6]. The �rst step for the in developing the urinary tract infection to be developed  is the adherence of planktonic bacteria to
the surface of the catheters;, on the other hand however, due to the formation of an exopolymer layer, eliminating a formed of bio�lm is
more di�cult than eliminating the  planktonic bacteria , because of the formation of an exopolymer layer[7]. Consequently, by changing
the biomaterial properties of the catheters, it is possible to prevent the adherence of bacteria to their surface of the catheters[8]. Usually
ordinarily, due to because of the �exibility, low toxicity and physiological property enervation of the silicone rubber, it is being extensively
used as the catheter materials to build catheters. Ordinarily however, bacteria tend to easily adhere to this material because of its
hydrophobic surface and cause infection [9-10]. The main bacteria that cause the urinary tract infections are Escherichia coli (Gram-
negative) and Staphylococcus aureus (Gram-positive)[11],  and from two strains both of which strain  are have hydrophobic
properties[12]. 

Nevertheless, around the world, the antibacterial properties of plants have been reported around the world[6]. One of the important
compounds in herbal extracts is the phenolic compound that destroys they act disrupting the bacteria’s cell wall,     intervene sing with
ATP pool and changeling its membrane potential leading to causing the bacterium's death[13]. The Antibacterial properties of the phenolic
compounds are more e�cient than those of the non-phenolic compounds because of the hydroxyl group, and aromatic rings[14].
Ordinarily, the water-ethanol (70%) solvent can have been extracted the maximum amount of the phenolic compounds[15]. The cell
membrane and the target interconnection have been the main focused of the extract's’ antimicrobial mechanisms[16]. 

In this study, instead of chemical antibiotics, the silicone Foley catheters have been impregnated by antibacterial herbal agents such as
the green tea extract (GTE), the ziziphora extract (ZIE), the eucalyptus extract (EUE) and the rosemary extract (ROE) instead of chemical
antibiotics to decrease the catheters' hydrophobicity and improve their antibacterial and anti-bio�lmic properties of silicone Foley
catheters by herbal extracts-impregnated.

Most of the polyphenols in the green tea leaves (Camellia Sinensis) are catechins and the major one is (-)   - epigallocatechin[17]. Thymol
and carvacrol have been the phenolic compound of ziziphora cliniopodioes (lamiaceae family)[18]. Rosemary is an herbaceous plant with
green aromatic sharp leaves with antimicrobial and antioxidant properties. The most important active ingredient in the rosemary extract
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(ROE) is cornosol. The other phenolic compounds are rosemanol, isorosemanol, rosmarinic acid[19]. Eucalyptus is one of the most
famous herbs having antimicrobial effects. Accordingly, this plant is a rich source of polyphenols. ; Nevertheless, the main compound of
the eucalyptus extract its main compounds include is 1.8-cineol (eucalyptol)[20].

In this study, a solvent was utilized to dissolve the herbal extracts without a considerable chemical change in them. Next, utilizes a
swelling agent was also added to the solvent which is capable of to increase enhance the intermolecular space of silicone catheters and
which is capable of dissolving herbal extracts without substantially chemically change them under situation and in a method way to
permit the infusion of herbal extracts into the swelled silicone substantially uniformly as much as possible. This process to provide for an
extended signi�cant level of antibacterial and anti-bio�lmic effect when the infused silicone is subsequently catheters in the body[21]. 

In this method, the silicone catheter properties were having been improved in order to and prevented the adhesion of the bacteria on to the
surface. Moreover, the planktonic bacteria living in the bladder were inhibited by the polyphenol compounds that had been released from
the catheters. The roughness of the catheters’ surfaces and the mechanical properties of the catheters were examined, as well b before
and after the modi�cation, had been examined as well.

Materials And Methods

Extraction
The ziziphora, green tea, eucalyptus and rosemary were provided by the Plant Science Institute. The herbal extracts were taken by using
the maceration method [22]. The ziziphora, green tea, eucalyptus and rosemary were provided by the Plant Science Institute In this
method,. T the dried plant’s leaves of the mentioned plants (10 gr) were separately milled and, then, the powdered leaves were added to
70% ethanol (C2H6O) (100 ml) and remained on the shaker for 24 hours and were �nally �ltered using a cellulose �lter paper (0.45 µm).
The four different extractions were then concentrated by, using a vacuum rotary evaporator (Heidolph, Germany). The extracts were next
placed in an oven to be dried (Binder, USA), and then the dried extracts were shaved. The antibacterial effect of the extractions was has
also been tested[22].

Impregnation process
In this study, we applied the impregnation method as illustrated by has been used in this study (Fig.1). Firstly, UV was used for sterilization
of the samples of Foley silicone catheters (MPI, Germany) were exposed to UV for 30 minutes in order to be sterilized. The anti-bacterial
extracts were as separately dissolved in a 70% ethanol solution to which the (70%) and added to chloroform (Carolart, Italy) solution was
added as a penetration agent to prepare a concentration of 100, 200 and 300 mg/ml for each plant’s extract. Then, the strips of the
silicone Foley catheter which were cut into  (11 cm longength) pieces were immersed in the solutions for an hour, and  during which this
time,  the catheter pieces was swelleden  to almost twice its their original size. The samples were then removed and washed with ethanol
(70%) to remove residual solvents and extracts. They were then placed atin the room temperature against the air �ow to dry overnight to
dry[23]. After the solvent evaporated, the size of the catheter pieces size returned to theirits original state. Consequently, as indicated by
the color of the catheters, accordingly, the antibacterial agent attempted to protruded from the polymer; consequently, it and got spreaded
in the polymer’s matrix equally.

Microbial test

    Zone of inhibition
A direct contact method (Kirby-Bauer) washas been used to evaluate the antibacterial properties of the non-impregnated catheter and
impregnated catheter samples. In this method, the zones of inhibition were de�ned for of the two major main infection-causing bacteria
(Escherichia coli (ATCC 25922) and Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 25923)) have been de�ned. The bacterial suspensions were prepared
by, using the puri�ed bacteria in the nutrient broth (N.B, Merck, Germany) at 37 °C and at the concentration of 0.5 McFarland
(1×108cfu/ml) and then, we diluted the suspensions with ringer (Merck, Germany) and braughting  it to 1×106 (CFU/ml). Next, Ta cotton
swab which was inserted into the suspension was and rubbed on the surface of the nutrient agar plates. As two separate groups, The
NON-IMC and IMC samples were placed on the surface of the prepared a nutrient agar plates.  And were Then each bacterial sample was
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put placed onin an incubator of 37 °C for 24 hours. Eventually, the diameter of the clear zone of inhibition was measured for each
sample[24].

The Durability effect of the impregnated ion catheters (Broth diffusion test)
 

The no impregnated catheters and impregnated samples were also examined using a quantitative dilation method. In the dilation method,
57 cc of each of the two samples bacterial the suspensions (1×106 CFU/ml) from each sample is was separately added separately to two
test tubes each containing 4 cc of the nutrient broth medium. Then, , and the sterilized fragments of IMC were placed inside one of the test
tubes and sterilized the sterile NON-IMC fragments were e placed put inside the other one test tube individually,; next and then , the two
test tubes were placed into within the incubator at 37 °C; at last, . the test tubes Polymer-containing containers are were repeatedly taken
out removed from the incubator on r in the 1st, 3rd, 7th, and 14th �rst days of the incubation to counts; afterward, the number of the
grown colonies is counted  by using the a colony counter. Considering the probability factor, there is may be an error in microbial tests. To
increase the accuracy of the data, the microbial tests were done three times for each sample, and the averages of the test results were
considered as the test data[25].

Chemical properties

Attenuated Total Re�ectance Fourier Transforms Infrared (ATR-FTIR)
spectroscopy
To demonstrate the chemical structure of the surface of  the sample catheters EUE-IMC,  and ROE-IMC (100 mg/ml),  and non-
impregnated catheters, we used an ATR-FTIR spectroscope (Avatara 370 FT-IR Thermo Nicolet made in USA)  within the spectral range of
500 to 4000 (cm -1)  has been utilized[26].

Physical properties

    The surface properties of catheters (Contact angle measurement)
The surface hydrophobicity of the EUE-IMC, ROE-IMC , EUE-IMC and ROE-IMC (100 mg/ml) and non-impregnated surface catheters was
recorded studied by measuring the water contact angle. The contact angle of with water droplets (2.5 μl) was measured by the Dino
Light's AM-7013MZT digital microscope with 40x magni�cation. Moreover, Image software was used to measure the contact angle of the
droplets at the desired level. This process, as it was repeated three times[27].

  Atomic Force Microscopy Analysis (AFM)
Increasing the High surface roughness may lead to the catheter outburst or physical injury of patients. That’s why For that reason, we
analyzed the surface of NON-IMC, EUE-IMC and GTE-IMC (100 mg/ml) catheters which were cut into that were 1 cm long pieces apart
from each other and coated with the extract by were placing them inside a phosphate buffer saline (P.B.S) at room temperature for a
month, while we replaced the saline once every 3 days with a new P.B.S. At the end of the examination, the catheters were removed and
analyzed with an AFM[28].

Field Emission Electron Microscope and Energy Dispersive Using X-Ray (Fe-
SEM)
In order to show that the effects of the plants extracts on the bacterial adhesion and the bio�lm formation of bacteria, we needed to �xate
some living bacteria on the surfaces of all sample catheters i. e.   The EUE-IMC, ROE-IMC, GTE-IMC and ZIE-IMC (100 mg/ml) and non-
impregnated catheters; after bacteria �xation, we put the samples for 2 hours in the 25% glutaraldehyde in P.B.S. Next, the �xed bacteria
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were dehydrated by being placed for 10 minutes in each of different graded ethanol solutions (25%, 50%, 75%, 95% and 100%). Then, the
samples were coated by platinum[9]. And, they were photographed using a Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM)[29].

Mechanical properties
It is so signi�cant that the physical and mechanical properties of catheters should not change after the modi�cation process. ce, which
has been no damage, occurs on catheters and physical properties not change after the modifying. Furthermore however, catheters are
exposed to tensile force while being operated and removed. Thus, in this study, we found it necessary to measure the catheters’ tensile
stress and modulus at the break. Accordingly, the control and experimental samples of the catheters (EUE-IMC, ROE-IMC, EUE-IMC, ZIE-IMC
100 mg/ml & non-impregnated) were cut into 4 cm long pieces to get exposed to tensile testing by 2KN force at the speed of 300
mm/min. These pieces were exposed to testing for the second time after one month of being in the PBS solution (the PBS was renewed
every three days) (Instron 5985)[28]

Data analysis
In this research, Graph Pad Prism 8.0.1 software was used to do the required statistical analysis. The reported data are the recorded mean
outcomes (log_10〖CFU/ml). The two-way variance analysis (ANOVA) was also used to compare the colonization between the catheter
sample groups (IMC (Control-catheter), non-imprignated and Control-bacteria) during a 21-day period by a 95% con�dence interval. The
ANOVA was conjuncted with Tokey’s post hoc test for the all sample’s analysis. The results were considered statistically signi�cant at
p<0.05 level.

Results And Discussion
The catheters (Fig. 2) Impregnated by the EUE ( with the concentration of 25, 50, 100, 200 and 300 mg/ml), the ROE (with the
concentration of 100, 200 and 300 mg/ml), the GTE (with the concentration of 50, 100, 200 and 300 mg/ml) and the ZIE (with the
concentration of 50, 100 and 200, mg/ml) were tested on the nutrient agar encoutering Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli (both
1× 106 CFU/ml); the zone of inhibition is shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1. The number of bacteria grown by the dilution method on the
different agar nutrients (N.A, Merk US) related to the impregnated catheters and no impregnated catheters sample groups were obtained
on the 1st, 3rd, 7th, 14th, and 21st days of the experiment and are illustrated by Fig. 4 and 5.  The Graph Pad Prism 8.0.1 software was
used to analyze and calculate and the data’s mean ±SD.

                                        Table 1 The diameter of the inhibition zone of two plants in two strain bacteria
Type of
Extract

Bacterial Isolates
(1×106 cfu/ml)

Concentration of extract (mg/ml)
25 50 100 200 300
Clean zone diameter (mm)

ROE-IMC S. aureus - - 23 23 24
-IMCEUE 15 15 22 24 25
GTE-IMC - - - - -
ZIE-IMC - - - - -

ROE-IMC E. coli - - 22 24 32
-IMCEUE 20 20 24 25 34
GTE-IMC - - - - -
ZIE-IMC - - - - -

(-) No clean zone diameter

As shown in the Fig. 3, 4 and 5 and Table 2, 3, 4 and 5, after the comparison of the effects  the two bacteria on the different
concentrations of EUE-IMC samples during the experiment period, it was observed that the 100 mg/ml EUE-IMC sample could not have the
bactericidal effect after 24 hours; however, their growth was prevented. Conversely, the tests on the 3rd, 7th, 14th,  and 21st days showed
that the 100 mg/ml EUE-IMC sample could extinguish the bacteria (no colonies observed on the plate). The tests also showed that the 200
and 300 mg/ml concenterated EUE-IMC samples and all the concentrations of ROE-IMC (100, 200 and 300 mg/ml) could extinguish the
bacteria on the different test days. As observerd in the experiment, as the concentration of the herbal extracts went higher, their
antibacterial effects increased, too. The EUE-IMC sample was more effective than the ROE-IMC sample in preventing E. Coli. compared
with S. Aureus. So, EUE-IMC yielded better results, compared to that of the ROE-IMC. The �gures 4 and 5 and the tables 2, 3, 4 and 5
indicates that the obtained results are signi�cantly close to the mean but they show some dispersion. The different concentrations of EUE-
IMC showed a signi�cant antibacterial effect (p<0.0001) on the bacteria which is consistent with the results of Bhalodia et al[3] Also, the
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ROE-IMC samples showed the same results (P<0.0001). According to the �gures 4 and 5, while being in the body, the extractions
penetrated into the samples GTE-IMC (P 0.0001) and ZIE-IMC (p 0.0001) released and eliminated the bacteria, while the obtained results
of the GTE-IMC (100 mg/ml) and GTE-IMC (200 mg/ml) were not signi�cant. As a result, the modi�ed IMC samples can extinguish the
bacteria over time compared to the NON-IMC control samples. The number of bacteria on the control samples of catheters increased day
by day during the experiment.

The green tea extract has natural aromatic polyphenol compounds such as catchiness that include hydroxyl[30]. A small amount of green
tea extract was used in the impregnation step of this experiment. The hydroxyl monoterpenes of ziziphora compounds are carvacerol and
thymol which were the main factor of antimicrobial activity. These ingredients are non-polar phenolic compounds which are in the
ziziphora extract and they are slightly solvable in water[18]. The effectiveness of the non-phenolic compounds depends on the type of the
alkyl group; the alkenyl, however, is more active than alkyl[31]. The hydroxyl groups (-OH) are active compounds having high antibacterial
effects which alkenyl (-CH=CH-) increases their e�ciency compared to alkyl (-C=C-)[32].

Table 2 The mean±SD of the number of colonies formed with E.coli on EUE-IMC, ROE-IMC, Control-Catheter, and Control-Bacteria in 21 days

 
Colonization of E.coli (CFU/ml)

    EUE-IMC (concentration mg/ml)   ROE-IMC (concentration mg/ml)
Day   100 200 300 Control-

Catheter
Control-
Bacteria

  100 200 Control-
Catheter

Control-
Bacteria

 

1   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.30±0.08 5.40±0.10   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.40±0.08 5.30±0.08  

3   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.43±0.05 5.60±0.08   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.60±0.05 5.43±0.05  

7   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.56±0.05 5.70±0.10   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.05 5.56±0.05  

14   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.73±0.05   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.73±0.00 5.70±0.00  

21   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.73±0.05   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.73±0.00 5.70±0.00  

               

Table 3 The mean±SD of the number of colonies formed with E.coli on GTE-IMC, ZIE-IMC, Control-Catheter, and Control-Bacteria in 21 days.

 
Colonization of E.coli (CFU/ml)

        GTE-IMC (concentration mg/ml)                                                
    

  ZIE-IMC (concentration mg/ml)

Day   50 100 200 300 Control-
Catheter

Control-
Bacteria

  50 100 200 Control-
Catheter

Control-
Bacteria

1   4.70±0.00 4.70±0.00 4.60±0.05 4.60±0.00 5.30±0.08 5.40±0.10   4.56±0.05 4.50±0.00 4.60±0.00 5.30±0.08 5.40±0.10
3   4.63±0.05 4.50±0.00 4.53±0.05 4.40±0.00 5.43±0.05 5.60±0.08   4.56±0.05 4.50±0.00 2.86±2.48 5.43±0.05 5.60±0.08
7   4.63±0.05 4.40±0.00 4.40±0.00 4.00±0.00 5.56±0.05 5.70±0.10   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.56±0.05 5.70±0.10
14   4.23±0.05 4.10±0.05 4.00±0.00 3.70±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.73±0.05   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.73±0.05
21   4.30±0.05 4.10±0.05 4.00±0.00 3.60±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.73±0.05   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.73±0.05

Table 4 The mean±SD the number of colonies formed with S. aureus on EUE-IMC, ROE-IMC, Control-Catheter, and Control-Bacteria in 21 days.

 
Colonization of S.aureus (CFU/ml)

    IMC-EUE (concentration mg/ml)   IMC-ROE (concentration mg/ml)
Day   100 200 300 Control-

Catheter
Control-
Bacteria

  100 200 Control-
Catheter

Control-
Bacteria

 

1   1.36±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.30±0.08 5.30±0.08   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.30±0.08 5.30±0.08  

3   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.43±0.05 5.43±0.05   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.43±0.05 5.43±0.05  

7   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.56±0.05 5.56±0.05   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.56±0.05 5.56±0.05  

14   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.70±0.00   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.70±0.00  

21   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.70±0.00   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.70±0.05  

               

Table 5 The mean±SD of the number of colonies formed with S. aureus on GTE-IMC, ZIE-IMC, Control-Catheter, and Control-Bacteria in 21 days.
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Colonization of E.coli (CFU/ml)

    GTE-IMC (concentration mg/ml) ZIE-IMC (concentration mg/ml)                  
Day   50 100 200 300 Control-

Catheter
Control-
Bacteria

  50 100 200 Control-
Catheter

Control-
Bacteria

1   4.83±0.05 4.70±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.30±0.08 5.30±0.08   4.56±0.05 4.50±0.00 4.36±0.00 5.30±0.08 5.30±0.08
3   4.83±0.05 4.70±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.43±0.05 5.43±0.05   4.56±0.05 4.50±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.43±0.05 5.43±0.05
7   4.80±0.83 4.40±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.56±0.05 5.56±0.05   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.56±0.05 5.56±0.05
14   4.80±0.83 4.36±0.05 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.70±0.00   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.70±0.00
21   4.40±0.00 4.30±0.05 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.70±0.00   0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 5.70±0.00 5.70±0.05

The Bacteria in the environment are killed within 21 days, which can indicate that the release of the extract from the catheter over time
could be effect on planktonic bacteria[33].(Fig 6.)

Attenuated total re�ectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) was used to indicate the penetration of the extracts into the catheters.
The ATR-FTIR analysis was used to show the amount of the extracts penetrated into the polymer as well as the chemical properties of the
coated catheters (Fig 7.).

Accordingly, the ATR-FTIR spectra of the EUE-IMC, ROE-IMC, GTE-IMC, and ZIE-IMC catheters are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 6. As it can be
seen, , the peak of O-H group blended in the hydroxyl compounds of EUE-IMC, GTE-IMC, ROE-IMC and ZIE-IMC catheters is located at 3335,
3346, 3350 and 3330 cm-1[34-36]. Moreover, the carboxylic group (C=O) of the different extracts related to EUE-IMC, ROE-IMC, GTE-IMC
and ZIE-IMC is located at1712, 1689, 1691 and 1707 cm-1[37-39]. The decrease of peak in 2917, 2916, 1280 and 1006 cm-1 EUE-IMC
spectra indicates that the EUE extract coating on the polymer surface[39]. Based on four spectra the EUE has more absorption on the
surface of catheters than other extracts. The aromatic rings of ROE-IMC, GTE-IMC AMD ZIE-IMC were located on 681, 686 and1515 cm-

1[40-41].(Table 6.) and (Fig 8.)

Table 6 Characteristics of ATR-FTIR absorption bands in Silicone catheter, EUE-IMC, ROE-IMC.GTE-IMC and ZIE-IMC

 (cm-1)Wave number Bond Reference
1445-1455 Ar OH [35]
3200-2800 OH stretch in a carboxylic acid [42]
2966-2962 CH in CH3 [43]
1715-1705 RCO-OH [38]
1645-1637 C = C [35]
1695-1685 C = C – CO-OH [37]
1600-1580 C = C [36]
1520-1513 C-H (CH3) [36]
1440-1390 CH3 in Si – CH3 [43]
1420-1330 OH [35]
1280-1240 Si (CH3)3 [43]
1100-1000 Si-O-Si [43]

870-856 Si (CH3)3 [43]
840-790 Si (CH3)2 [43]

700 Si (CH3)2 [43]

The hydrophobic surface of the silicone rubber caused the bacteria to adhere to the surface of them, leading to the formation of bio�lms.
Accordingly, the silicone rubber hydrophilicity should be increased to prevent the adhesion of bacteria[10]. The physicochemical
interactions include electrostatic, van der Waals, and acid bases interplay. This interplay depends on the substance and the bacterial
surface's physicochemical attributes: such as hydrophobicity[44]. 

As shown in Fig. 9, the water contact angle of the impregnated catheter by Eucalyptus, Rosemary, Green tea and Ziziphora's extracts
decreased, so the hydrophilicity increased, too, due to the coating of the IMC surface by the herbal extracts. Moreover, the bacteria
adhesion to the surface depends on the natural bacteria and the target surface. The hydrophilic surface is more resistant to the sticking
bacteria[9].

Because of the hydrophilic groups of the rosemary ethanolic extract available at the top surface of ROE-IMC samples, the wettability
effect of the surface was obtained. The rosmarinic acid has 4 (OH) groups and 1 (COOH) group, so it shows more polar and hydrophilic
properties. Accordingly, in this ethanol-water solution, ROE released rosmarinic acid more[45]. The contact angle for the droplets on the
surface of the silicone catheters impregnated by green tea and ziziphora extracts became less than that of the silicone Foley catheter
which indicates their hydrophilic effect. The (-)-epigallocatechin gallate is the major compound in the green tea extract which is a
hydrophilic natural compound[46]. The hydroxyl group position was different in the similar structure of thymol and carvacrol. In the
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Thymol, the hydroxyl group is close to the short-chain of isopropyl. On the other hand, in the carvacrol, the hydroxyl group is close to the
methyl group. So, thymol is more non-polar than carvacrol[47].

In this research, we may have extracted carvacrol more than thymol. The surface topography of the EUE-IMC, GTE-IMC and NON-IMC
catheters was examined by AFM. As it can be seen in Fig. 10, the surface modi�cation had a detrimental effect on the surface property of
catheters.

The IMC samples were soaked in the solution for 1 hour. While the NON-IMC surface (not soaked) had a smooth morphology, the
roughness of the EUE-IMC and GTE-IMC surface increased a little (illustrated by Fig. 10). The increased roughness can be due to the
swelling of the catheters and changes in polymer volume[48]. 

The amount of the bacterium Staphylococcus aureus on the NON-IMC samples was compared with those of EUE-IMC, ROE-IMC, GTE-IMC
and ZIE-IMC samples. As it can be observed in Figure 10, the amount of the bacteria sticking to the surface of the NON-IMC catheter is
higher compared with the bacteria adhesion to the other four impregnated catheters because of their hydrophilic surfaces. The phenolic
compounds react to the protein and cell wall structures of bacteria; they may damage the cytoplasmic membranes, reduce membrane
�uidity, and inhibit nucleic acid synthesis, cell wall synthesis, or energy metabolism[49].

The mechanical test results before and after soaking the catheters in the P.B.S is also demonstrated in Table 7

                          Table 7 The results of the mechanical test of catheters before and after 21 days in the  P.B.S.
Before 21 days in P.B.S

Samples Max force [N] Max elongation [mm] Yield stress [Mpa] Break strain [%] Young modulus [Mpa]
NON-IMC 100.94 2.37 0.300 651.400 19.625
EUE-IMC 84.28 2.26 0.277 618.233 19.313
ROE-IMC 88.20 2.20 0.207 523.567 19.419
GTE-IMC 99.12 2.30 0.202 485.900 19.390
ZIE-IMC 92.120 2.33 0.222 682.167 19.466

After 21 days in P.B.S
NON-IMC 165.62 2.07 0.186 822.500 20.901
EUE-IMC 162.68 2.33 0.233 747.976 18.999
ROE-IMC 163.22 2.03 0.218 835.400 19.736
GTE-IMC 166.40 2.45 0.231 831.767 18.843
ZIE-IMC 163.44 2.50 0.230 820.830 19.322

Based on the results obtained from the tensile test, it can be said that the break strain in silicone catheters before and after impregnation
was not different. The Break strain before and after swilling catheters in the phosphate buffer is not much change. As shown in Table 7,
Young modulus of silicone catheters is not change before and after impregnation; the Young module of catheters increased after the
swilling in p.b.s. When a thermodynamically compatible solvent is in contact with uncross-linked amorphous glassy polymer, it will be
plasticizated by the solvent diffusion[50]. When some solvent remaines in the polymer (after its swelling in the solvent), it plays the role of
a plasticizer. Consequently, due to the �exibility of the �lm, the Young module increases. Initially, the modulus of elasticity decreases due
to the opening of the coiled chain. But after the chains are opened, the elastic deformation increases as the bonds are pulled, resulting in
an increase in the modulus of elasticity[51].

Conclusion
The Foley catheters that are currently used in hospitals can lead to urinary tract infections. Besides, different bacteria become more
resistent to the chemical antibiotics during the passage of time, which this, by itself, can increase the hospital costs and the mortality rate
of patients. Various studies have been carried out to modify catheters by using a variety of antibacterial agents such as silver or chemical
antibiotics. In this study, we intended to keep on the past studies by using the medicinal herbs agent to impregnate the silicone catheters.
Our experiments showed that the silicone catheter, impregnated by Eucalyptus and Rosemary, have signi�cant bactericidal effects on two
major bacteria, i.e. Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus, and also prevent their bio�lm formation, thereby they can reduce the
urinary tract infections and hospital costs. Moreover, the hydrophilic effect of the surface of IMC catheters increased and reduced the
bacteria adhesion to them. The IMC catheters could also reduce the bacteria colonization. However, this impregnation method increases
the surface roughness of the catheters compared with that of the NON-IMC samples.
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Figure 1

The illustration of stages are preparing IMC preparation stages.: (A)P preparing the antibacterial solution, (B) Producing the schematic
diagram, (C) the impregnation process, including, (1) The addition of the catheters is added to the antibacterial solution, (2) The in�ation
of the catheters remains in the solution, until it is swollen, (3) The swollen removal of the catheters out of the solution to rinse is removed
and rinsed, (4) the It is then exposition of the catheters to an ambient condition to dry and return to theirits original state, (5) . Following
this process, we have an antibacterial catheters are ready

Figure 2

(A) Non-impregnated catheters. (B) Extracts. (C) Impregnated catheters
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Figure 3

The EUE-IMC samples with the concentration of 25, 50 & 100 mg/ml, (B) The EUE-IMC samples with the concentration of 200&300 mg/ml,
(C) The ROE-IMC samples with the concentration 100, 200, 200 & 300 mg/ml, (D) The GET-IMC samples with the concentration of 50, 100,
200 & 300 mg/ml, and (E) The ZIE-IMC samples with the concentration of 50, 100 & 200 mg/ml. Pictures related to the zone of
inhabitation of Escherichia Coli, (F) The EUE-IMC samples with the concentration of 25, 50 and 100 mg/ml, (G) The EUE-IMC samples with
the concentration of 200 and 300 mg/ml, (H) The ROE-IMC samples with the concentration of 100, 200 AND 300 mg/ml, (I) The GTE-IMC
samples with the concentration of 50, 100, 200 and 300 mg/ml, (J) The ZIE-IMC samples with the concentration of 50, 100 and 200
mg/ml.
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Figure 4

The mean of the colonies of different concentrations of Escherichia Coli in 21 days: (A) EUE-IMC with concentration of 100, 200 and 300
mg/ml at p 0.0001; (B) ROE-IMC with concentration of 100, 200 and 300 mg/ml at p 0.000; (C) GTE-IMC with concentration of 50, 100,
200 and 300 mg/ml at p 0.0001; (D) ZIE-IMC with concentration of 50, 100, 200 and 300 mg/ml at p 0.0001.
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Figure 5

The mean of the colonies of different concentrations of Staphylococcus Aureus in 21 days: (A) EUE-IMC with concentration of 100, 200
and 300 mg/ml at p 0.0001, (B) ROE-IMC with concentration of 100, 200 and 300 mg/m at p 0.0001, (C) GTE-IMC with concentration of
50, 100, 200 and 300 mg/ml at p 0.0001, and (D) ZIE-IMC with concentration of 50, 100, 200 and 300 mg/ml at p 0.0001.
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Figure 6

Release the extract from the catheters
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Figure 7

ATR-FTIR spectra

Figure 8

The main compounds in plants extract, (A) EUE-IMC, (B) ROE-IMC, (C) GTE-IMC, (D) ZIE-IMC
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Figure 9

The images taken from the water droplets on the surface. (A) NON-IMC, (B) EUE-IMC, (C) ROE-IMC, (D) GTE-IMC, and (E) ZIE-IMC.

Figure 10

The results of the Atomic Force Microscopy Analysis. (A)NON-IMC (Ra= 63.94 pm), (B) EUE-IMC (Ra=70.80PM), and (C) GTE-IMC
(Ra=70.30 pm). ( Scanning range 100×100)
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Figure 11

S.aureus bacteria sticking to the surface of the catheters; (A) NON-IMC, (B) EUE-IMC, (C) ROE- IMC, (D) GTE-IMC, and (E) ZIE-IMC. (5,
50µm)
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